
APPENDIX P. ENVIRONMENTAL AND TERRAIN CONSIDERATIONS

MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS

See FM 90-6, Mountain Operations,  for more
information.

Munitions

IPB helps determine where and what munitions are
mos t  e f fec t ive .  Cons ide ra t ion  o f  muni t ions
employment and effect follow.

Snow
Mechanical time fuzes are the most effective air burst.
VT demonstrates fuze sensitivity.

HE/PD (point detonating) or DELAY, CBUs, and
ICM are less effective due to fragmentation absorption
by the snow.

FASCAM may settle into snow. This may cause the
anti-handling devices to prematurely detonate the
munitions.

Laser designated munitions may be ineffective
(specular activity).

WP can burn undetected in snow for up to 4 days.

Smoke effectiveness is reduced.

Snow slides can be started.

Rocky Terrain
HE/PD is very effective. It produces fragmentation
from splintering rocks.

VT and time fuzes are effective.

ICM is effective; however, it has reduced efficiency
on greater than 60 degree slopes.

FASCAM can be used to deny the enemy the use of
narrow defiles, valleys, roads, and usable terrain.

Laser guided weapons can be effective on canalized
targets.

Swirling winds and slopes make smoke employment
difficult.

Changing atmospheric conditions make unobserved
fires less accurate and require more MET support for
artillery and mortars.

Rockslides can start.

Target Acquisition and Observation

Forward Observers
Surface observation is compartmentalized due to
multiple terrain crests.

FOs may require airlift or mountaineering support to
overcome terrain masks and compartments.

Heavy fogs and low clouds may obscure observation.

Observers tend to underestimate range when looking
upward; overestimate range when looking down. 

Aircrews
Aircrews can effectively observe areas not visible by
ground means; e.g., in deep defilade, on reverse
slopes, deep targets. They are vulnerable to enemy air
defenses when compartmentalized. Aircrews may be
confined to valleys and lower elevations because of
atmospheric conditions for flight.

Radars
Terrain masks can degrade the effective range of
radar. Enemy high angle, indirect fires are easily
detected. Additional use of ground surveillance radars
and remote sensors may be required. More extensive
use of SHELREPs is required.

Targeting

IPB should identify—

l Routes that can be used by the enemy to attack,
withdraw, and resupply.

l Likely position areas for indirect fire assets,
command and control elements, CSS assets, and
observation posts.

l Terrain that is subject to snowslides, rockslides, or
avalanches.
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Considerations

High angle fires (artillery and mortars) are often
required to clear intervening crests and attack reverse
slopes.

VT fuze employment requires additional intervening
crest considerations.

CAS can effectively attack canalized and reverse slope
targets.

Naval gunfire must fire reduced charge for intervening
crests which reduces range.

Position areas for artillery and mortars are limited,
have limited access, and are likely targeted by enemy
counterfire.

Limited ingress/egress routes allow effective enemy
employment of ADA.

JUNGLE OPERATIONS

See  FM 90-5 ,  Jung le  Opera t ions ,  f o r  more
information. Contact with the enemy will often be at
extremely close ranges.  Fire support  must be
responsive enough to support troops in close contact,
quickly and decisively. Depending on the size of
enemy elements, supporting arms employment may be
decentralized to accomplish responsive fires.

Munitions

Munitions used will vary with the type vegetation and
terrain. Knowledge and employment of the type of
munitions best suited for the terrain is vital. Varying
terrain includes triple canopy jungle, heavy ground
vegetation, swamps, and small clearings. In triple
canopy jungle—

l HE/VT, HE/Time, and ICM and other payload-
submunitions (CBUs, FASCAM) are ineffective or
less effective.

l HE/delay will penetrate treetops and create
additional fragmentation from splintering.

l Heavy CAS ordnance with fuze extenders can clear
away jungle canopy.

l M825 Smoke has limited effectiveness unless fired
graze burst.

l WP is effective as a marking round and in initial
adjustments.

Target Acquisition and Observation

Triple canopy jungle makes observation beyond 25 to
50 meters very difficult. Target location, self-location,
and friendly unit location is difficult.

Forward Observers
FOs often cannot see rounds and must be able to adjust
fire by sound. This requires experience (see MCWP 3-
16.6).

Marking rounds can be fired to assist in self-location.
Marking rounds are usually fired center of sector or at
least 400 meters forward of friendly units. After the
round is fired, the FDC sends the grid of the impact.

GPS is essential for quick target and self-location.

Night vision devices are essential for low light
observation.

Aircrews
Aircrews can see exposed movements and positions
that the ground observer cannot. They can assist in
relay of fire support communications and mark targets
for CAS. Aircrews are ineffective in triple canopy
jungle.

Radars
Radars are very effective.

Proactive counterfire based on IPB must be rehearsed
and fully integrated into the fire support plan to be
effective.

Ground surveillance radars and remote sensors are
effective.

SHELREPs may only be usable for intelligence
collection versus reactive counterfire.

Targeting

Isolated units prepare 360 degree defenses with
appropriate fire plans including FPFs. Consider
planning munitions specific required supply rates
(RSR) to support operations.
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Considerations

Artillery positions are limited and often inaccessible
by road. Static positions require 6400 mil firing
capability and defensive fire planning.

Units employing CAS need positive identification of
friendly troops; e.g. ,  prearranged signals and
procedures.

Increased requirements on helicopter support results in
increased SEAD support.

Communications in triple canopy are severely
degraded. Proper use of antennas, relays, and re-
transmission stations helps offset this limitation.

DESERT OPERATIONS

See FM 90-3 ,  Deser t  Operat ions ,  fore  more
information.

The three types of desert terrain are mountainous,
rocky plateau and sandy dunes. Fire support planning
considerations will vary significantly between
operations in each type of desert terrain. Typical
engagements are at extended and maximum ranges
with greater dispersion and mobility of units.
Continuous fire support for highly mobile maneuver
forces requires considerable planning.

Munitions

Mountain and Rocky Plateau Deserts
Munitions effectiveness for mountain deserts is the
same as for any mountainous region except that the
considerations of snow are not usually applicable.

Sandy or Dune Deserts
HE/delay, ICM, and CBUs are ineffective in deep
sands. Laser-guided munitions can be employed at
max ranges. Smoke and illumination can be used
effectively to obscure or silhouette enemy.

Target Acquisition and Observation

Forward Observers
Laser range finders and GPS are essential for target
location.

Targets can be detected by observing dust signatures.

Training in vehicle ID at extended ranges is required.

Equipment maintenance increases due to heat, sand,
and dust.

Aircrews
Aerial navigation/target location is difficult in
featureless terrain. Aircraft are vulnerable to enemy air
defenses at maximum ranges. Positive identification of
friendly troops is more difficult; use prearranged
signals and procedures.

Radars
Radars are effective to maximum ranges. Effective
integration into counterfire programs is essential.

Targeting

Identify trafficable terrain for wheeled and tracked
vehicles and likely mortar and artillery positions.
Assess the impact of wadis, gulches, wet lakebeds, and
other significant terrain to compartmentalize or
canalize friendly and enemy units. Identify likely
enemy forward observation positions.

Considerations

Mobility may affect supporting arms ability to
maintain fire support for maneuver.

Aircraft are vulnerable to maximum ranges of enemy
ADA.

C A S  c a n  e m p l o y  s t a n d o f f  r a n g e s  i n  t a r g e t
engagement.

Target marking requirements increase.

LOCs for sustainment increase. 

Volumes of fire for simple munitions increase with
dispersion of target elements (target size increases).

Helicopter operations are difficult due to dusty
conditions.
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COLD WEATHER OPERATIONS

FM 90-11, Cold Weather Operations, contains
additional information on aspects of operating in a
cold weather environment.

Fire planning for cold weather operations is similar to
that for more temperate regions. However, limited
ground mobility of artillery weapons and ammunition
supply and increased time of operation must be
considered by the fire support planner.

Munitions

Munitions effectiveness in snow is the same as those
listed under mountain operations. Low temperatures
may cause illuminating rounds to malfunction.

Target Acquisition and Observation

Forward Observers
Visibility diagrams require constant update due to
drifting snow. Ground burst may be difficult to
observe in deep snow.

Aircrews
Aircrews are not as prone to disorientation as are
ground observers. Weather conditions may reduce the
availability of aircraft.

Radars
Extreme cold weather may degrade radar’s operations.
Ground surveillance radars are effective. Deep snow
may reduce remote sensors effectiveness.

Targeting

Visual target detection may be limited. Heavy
precipitation may reduce LOCs to predictable routes.
Ice fogs and snow clouds created by moving enemy
formations reveal targets. Tracks in the snow may
indicate enemy positions.

Considerations

Extreme cold weather will reduce the range of
weapons.

Mobility of maneuver and indirect fire assets is often
limited.

Frequent poor weather reduces availability of CAS.

Target marking and friendly unit self-marking
requirements increase.

Effective communications are hampered by electronic
interference, weakened batteries.

Routes and firing positions may be limited due to
frozen terrain. May require explosives to emplace
howitzers. 

MILITARY OPERATIONS ON URBANIZED 
TERRAIN

MCWP 3-35.3, Military Operations on Urbanized
Terrain, contains additional information on aspects of
operating in a MOUT environment. FMFM 4-7C-3/
FM 101-61-10, MOUT JMEMS, provides specific
information on munitions effects.

Characteristics of the MOUT environment include
high concentrations of populace and infrastructure and
the consideration of collateral damage to both.
Intensity of conflict and ROE have an exponential
effect on the employment of fire support in the MOUT
environment. The effective employment of fires in
what can be a constraining environment is essential to
success.

Munitions 

HE/VT and time fuzes can effectively clear rooftops
of enemy troops. Varying heights of buildings can
cause VT to prematurely function.

HE/PD is effective on masonry targets only in PD
mode. HE/Delay may only penetrate the first wall or
roof.

Only concrete piercing (CP) fuzes can penetrate
multiple-layer masonry structures.

Calculated minimum safe distances are not accurate in
cities since buildings give added protection.

NSFS effectiveness is decreased by height of
buildings. Try to position so GTL is parallel with
“urban canyon.”
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Dead-space beyond buildings is 5 times the height of
the building for low angle fire and 3 times the height
of the building for high-angle fire.

Laser-guided munitions are effective against hardened
targets. Have to be wary of specular reflectivity.

Heavy CAS ordnance, artillery, and NSFS can quickly
and effectively create rubble and demolish structures.
Rubblization, however, can often create problems for
friendly forces, especially during later clearing
operations.

Smoke, WP, and illumination are effective and can
create incendiary effects but tend to help the enemy
defenders since they plan and lay their defensive fires
for limited visibility.

Target Acquisition and Observation

Forward Observers
OPs can be established in high structures. However,
survivability conditions may preclude the occupation
of rooftops.

G r o u n d  o b s e r v a t i o n  m a y  b e  l i m i t e d  o r
compartmentalized by buildings. Ground obstacles
will limit or impede movement. Build observer plan
with observers inside and outside the built-up area to
lessen gaps in coverage.

GPS functioning may be degraded since buildings
may mask satellite signals.

Aircrews
Aircrews can quickly locate exposed or moving
targets; however, they have to be aware of dead space
and air defense ambushes in contained urban areas.

Aircrews often cannot locate origin of fires from
within buildings.

FAC(A)s can facilitate CAS employment, especially
masked targets.

FAC(A)s and observers must be wary of laser
employment. Specular reflectivity off the various
reflective surfaces will demand detailed planning for
the successful use of laser designators and IR pointers.

The multitude of light from a city can decrease a
FAC(A) or observers ability to identify targets. Lights
will degrade NVG effectiveness.

Radars
Employment can be degraded due to masking by
buildings. Emplacement outside of built up areas may
provide more effective employment.

Targeting 

Identify mobility corridors, resupply routes, and
applicable choke points.

Identify civil infrastructure points (communications,
utilities or government).

Identify likely enemy artillery and mortar positions.

Plan fires to accompany penetrations, unless the
enemy is withdrawing.

Identify ROE restricted targets.

Be aware of “shoot and scoot” tactics within built-up
areas.

Considerations

Determine what is acceptable collateral damage to
populace and infrastructure.

Interdict and canalize by creating rubble and obstacles.

Use fires to prevent enemy movement on streets and
occupation of rooftops for observation.

Employment of howitzers in direct fire may be
required (possible attachment to maneuver units).
Howitzers can be used to create breaches in walls or
be set on PDFs. “Killer junior” will be the munition of
choice. 155mm towed howitzers may often have
difficulty maneuvering through city streets or “digging
in” on pavement or concrete.

High angle indirect fires may be required due to
masking by buildings. In many cases, high-angle fire
on a howitzer may still not be able to prosecute the
targeted area. As a result, mortars may become the
indirect fire weapon of choice.

NSFS engagements may be limited due to masking.

IPs and BPs for CAS aircraft must be thoroughly
planned. Prominent buildings, structures, and parks
may be used. Must be easily identifiable.
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CAS is effective, especially against masked targets,
but may have to increase dive angle.

CAS is vulnerable to enemy air defenses, especially
when compartmentalized.

Positioning for artillery and mortars includes masking,
dispersion, and trafficability.

Radio communications are degraded; consider wire or
existing civil communication lines. Build a comm
relay plan.

Current military mapping does not provide the detail
to move, target, and observe fires in MOUT. Smaller
scale maps such as tourist maps may be required to
operate effectively. 8-digit grids will be required
within cities.

MET conditions in the city are different than those
outside the city. The atmospheric changes in the city
(ambient heat radiated from buildings, industrial
smog, and deviation in winds) may increase the
frequency of MET measurements.

Survey datums in most underdeveloped countries are
at best unreliable. Survey must be extended into the
town. Compasses and magnetic equipment may be
adversely affected by the structures.

Plan and secure resupply routes. Ammunition
expenditure (class V(w)) increases during MOUT.

Create Molotov cocktail and RPG screens on vehicles
and howitzers to defeat or decrease effectiveness of
these weapons.

The release of toxic industrial chemicals due to fires
must be planned for. Place RFA or NFAs on likely
locations of industrial chemicals. Have NBCD officer
determine effects of chemicals if released (down wind
hazard area and time viable).

Plan and disseminate how friendlies will mark
occupied buildings. Aircraft must be able to identify. 

Hold CAS aircraft over non-hostile terrain to allow
aircrew to build SA without overly worrying about
threat. Fixed wing aircraft generally need 16 km (4X4)
area to hold effectively.

Parks, fields, school yards, and other obvious positions
are obvious to the enemy and will be targeted.

Mortar base plates on concrete may be stabilized by
sandbags.

MLRS should not be positioned in built up areas due
to the low trajectory of the weapon. 


